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Historic context for ‘vulnerable’ roadway 
users

Our current crash epidemic
Digging into disparities

What’s working? 
What’s not, and why?

BIL, SSA and the National Roadway Safety 
Strategy

Your challenge, and promising pathways



Walking:  a brief history







Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards

National Speed Limit

EMS Star of Life

Seat Belt and CPS Laws

Zero tolerance (21+) drinking laws

Crash testing and safety campaigns



our nation’s 
crash epidemic

• Est. 31,270 people were killed in 
the first 9 months of 2021

• Increase of 12% over same period 
in 2020

• Most at-risk populations are Black 
(+23%) and Native 
American/indigenous (+28%) 
compared to overall increase of 
7.2%

• Impoverished/underserved 
communities most at risk

• Fatality rate increased to 1.36 
fatalities per 100 million VMT

Source: https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/813240

US Traffic Fatalities and Fatality Rate in First 9 Months of 2021



Why is this happening?
NHTSA analyses of behavioral factors suggest:

• faster driving, excessive speeding; 
• decrease in seat belt use; 
• higher drug and alcohol use rates;
• increased phone use;
• larger vehicles safer for occupants in crashes, but not for vulnerable roadway 

users 

Deterrence from HVE and consistent messaging was also less 
apparent.



your zip code matters





Source:  New York Times, “How Decades of Racist Housing Policy 
Left Neighborhoods Sweltering,” Aug 2020







Pedestrian safety:  what we know WORKS

• Locally-driven and customized to the community
• Active synchronicity of engineering, planning, 

education, EMS, enforcement
• Meaningful public involvement
• Strategies informed by experiential understanding







17Equity Defined
The consistent and systematic fair, just, and impartial treatment of all
individuals, including individuals who belong to underserved communities that 
have been denied such treatment, such as:

 Black, Latino, and Indigenous and Native American persons, Asian Americans 
and Pacific Islanders and other persons of color

Members of religious minorities
 Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ+) persons
 Persons with disabilities
 Persons who live in rural areas
 Persons otherwise adversely affected by persistent poverty or inequality

Executive Order on Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved 
Communities Through the Federal Government.

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/20/executive-order-advancing-racial-equity-and-support-for-underserved-communities-through-the-federal-government/


National Roadway Safety Strategy:  a commitment to zero deaths



Bipartisan Infrastructure Law Highlights 

• 5-year authorization (FY2022-2026) with significant $$

• States submit a Highway Safety Plan (HSP) triennially 
(formerly annually) to facilitate long-term planning.

• State’s highway safety planning processes must include 
meaningful public engagement with affected communities.
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While we wait for the implementing rule…
what can we do NOW?

 Problem identification:  including demographic analysis/community 
assessment? 

 Project planning:  involving traditional and non-
traditional/representative stakeholders?

 Project outreach:  accessible/meaningfully engaging?

 Project implementation and evaluation:  involving the right expertise?



Developing a Framework for Diversity, Equity, Inclusion 
and Accessibility (DEIA) in Traffic Safety Programs

Our vision of 
an equity 

framework

Inventory of 
current work 

on equity
Gap analysis Develop 

resources
Training 

programs

Collaboration 
between 
NHTSA, 

States and 
academic 
experts
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Data Walks

“We have seen data walks 
spur dialogue between 
community stakeholders 
who use data as the anchor 
to ground conversations 
around solving neighborhood 
problems.”
- The Urban Institute
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Tactical Urbanism

Pop-up bike lanes

Temporary traffic 
circles

Parklets
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Inclusivity with differently abled roadway users

Disabled people, seniors, and 
children are 

disproportionately affected 
when it comes to road safety. 
Disabled people use transit 

more, walk more and are less 
likely to drive, with both 

working and non-working 
disabled people less likely to 
own a car than those without 

disabilities.



Thank you, in community.

Shannon Hughes
Deputy Regional Administrator

NHTSA Region 2
(845) 825-1832

Shannon.purdy@dot.gov
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